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RotaryTOGETHER
The Greatest Conference Never Held
Bettye Dunham, General Chair
For the past year, 30+ Rotarians put together the 2020 multi-district
conference. With dynamic speakers, incredible breakout sessions and
new state-of-the-art venue, this would be one of the best conferences
ever. Then came the coronavirus, forcing us to cancel. We asked
speakers to share what they would have covered. Enjoy!

Charles “Shu” Shumate, District 6560 Governor
A Rotary Annual Conference is the highlight of the Rotary year.
However, with Rotary Together 2020 being canceled, it brings a tear to
one’s eye. To each of you that registered, especially those donating to
the Rotary Foundation, thank you for your extreme generosity. We wish
to extend our deep appreciation to the sponsors and the Leadership
team, especially Rick Markoff who put together 26 incredible breakout
sessions.

Santhana Naidu, District 6580 Governor
We are calling it “the greatest conference never held.” Together, we were
out to help Rotarians “connect,” “grow” and “transform.” We hope the
seeds that we planted this year will help the 2020-21 team stage “the
greatest conference ever.”

SpecialTHANKS
to these sponsors for underwriting this commemorative booklet
Community Hospital Anderson
Gaither Management Group
Rockville Rotary Club
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Millennials & Social Media
Kaitlyn Sintkowski
Digital Marketing & Design Coordinator,
Pacers Sports & Entertainment
I am a millennial who manages social media for a
living and yes, I am old enough to remember a time
before Facebook and Twitter. I was a little surprised
when I was asked to speak about millennials and
their social media habits, because I’ve been over here
trying to figure out what the heck is going on with
Gen Z the last couple years. That’s a whole ‘nother’
rabbit hole of TikToks and Snapchats we don’t need
to go down just yet though. I would like to talk about
how you can use social media to leverage your
current members to attract a new generation.

•

with your partners, influencers and members. By
sharing, liking and commenting on other posts,
the algorithm gods will favor your page and
boost your reach.
Share: 1/3 of your posts should be relevant
industry news, tips and content you think your
followers will benefit from. Share local feel good
stories, memes, a cool project another Rotary
Club has done, etc.

Now that you’ve got a social media strategy, it’s time
for the FOMO effect.

You, your club and your members should be active
on social media.

69% of millennial experience FOMO… the fear
of missing out (Lux, 2018). We’re also the most
likely generation today to take social action for
one another, a cause or organization we care
about (Mingarelli, 2019). We want to get involved,
sometimes we just don’t know the best way how.
So, when we scroll through social media and see
a friend or colleague post about the volunteering
they did over the weekend, that’s going to stand out.
Give your members something worth sharing and
an experience worth remembering. Tell them exactly
what to do and provide all the incentive you can.

Your club should have a Facebook page at the very
least. Feeling crazy? Start a LinkedIn page and Twitter
too. Invite all your members, invite your friends
and ask your members to invite their friends to like
or follow. I know it can feel icky to invite to “like”
pages… but this is not another pyramid scheme or
FarmVille players group. This is Rotary Club! This is
advancing goodwill and peace around the world! If
this isn’t a page worth inviting your friends, family
and colleagues to, I don’t know what is. We’re
looking to reach a new audience and new potential
members by doing this.

Look around at your next event or project site:
• Are there any good photo ops? Without pictures
it didn’t happen, right?
• Are you communicating clearly how people
should share?
• Are you and your partner’s social handles &
hashtags visible?

Not sure what to post on your page? The social
media Rule of Thirds is a good place to start:
• Promote: 1/3 of your posts should promote
Rotary Club. Share your events, projects, media
mentions, highlighting your members, and
sprinkle a Throwback Thursday or two in there.
• Engage: 1/3 of your activity should be engaging

Continued on page 41
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Cybersecurity: Challenges & Opportunities
John Pistole, President, Anderson University,
Former Administrator-TSA & Former Deputy Director-FBI
Grant Mendenhall, Community Service Director,
Jewish Federation of Greater Indianapolis
3. Credit card and other info – To avoid having
your credit card and other info stolen by
hackers, contact the credit agencies (Equifax,
Experian and TransUnion) and freeze your
credit now. Unless you plan to apply for a loan
soon, just freeze it. Until you unfreeze your
credit, you won’t be able to apply for a loan, but
that means no one else can use your name to
apply, either.
4. Banking and other online financial transactions
– Use two-factor authentication whenever
possible. Log-in and get a code to enter on
your mobile phone.
5. Common sense #1 – Don’t turn off your
firewall, a security gate on your computer that
analyzes incoming data, allowing safe and
trusted information to pass through.
6. Common sense #2 – Don’t be tricked into
thinking you’re talking to Medicare, the IRS, FBI,
Microsoft or McAfee and giving them access to
your computer. They never make unsolicited
contact with customers over the phone.
7. Password security – They must be robust.
Experts recommend that passwords be at least
eight characters with a combination of capital
letters, lower case, numbers and symbols,
changed often, and not reused for other
accounts. Consider using a service like “LastPass.”
Services range from free to $39 per year.
8. Data – Avoid becoming a ransomware victim
by backing up your data to the
cloud daily.

The threat of cybercrime is spreading rapidly. Here
are a few of the many external threats to the security
of your sensitive information:
MALWARE – Hackers often try to break into your
computer and other electronic devices and install
“malware” or malicious code. Malware can unleash
a computer virus that, like a worm, crawls through
your computer system, inserts code into vulnerable
areas and sends your sensitive information to
criminals who sell it on the “dark web,” a virtual
marketplace for buying and selling individuals’
personal information.
PHISHING – You get an email, phone call or text
message from someone you believe to be a friend
or colleague. The perpetrator is out to trick you into
giving them your passwords, Social Security number
and credit card information.
RANSOMWARE – You or someone in your
organization clicks on a link that they shouldn’t have.
Suddenly, you see a skull-and-crossbones on your
screen that reads: “Your system has been locked, and
you can’t unlock it without paying a ransom.” They
demand payment, usually in untraceable Bitcoin.
Here are tips to help you and your organization avoid
becoming a victim of cybercrime:
1. Security software – Use a reputable company
like McAfee or Norton, and keep your security
software updated.
2. Emails – Don’t open unsolicited emails … and
definitely don’t click that link!

Continued on page 41
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Cybersecurity II
John Davidson
FBI, Indianapolis Office
Cyber Intrusion Program
field offices. FBI Headquarters in Washington, DC
works with the CTFs to build a strategic picture of
cyber threats, plan operations and provide timely
threat information to victims and private partners. For
more information, contact the CTF at www.fbi.gov/
contact-us/field.

The 21st Century has brought the FBI new
challenges, including criminal and national security
threats from afar, that strike through computer
networks with potentially devastating consequences
to our country and companies.
The FBI leads the national effort to investigate
and prosecute cybercrime whether it comes from
nation-states, terrorist organizations or transnational
criminal enterprises, The Bureau brings together
all lawful investigative techniques and legal tools,
co-locating talent and institutional knowledge.
Through the Washington, DC-based National
Cyber Investigative Joint Task Force (NCIJTF),
representatives of other U.S. Intelligence Community
(USIC) agencies and select federal law enforcement
partners come together to identify, mitigate and
disrupt cybersecurity threats.

Other Cyber Division resources: CyWatch
(cywatch@ic.fbi.gov), the National Cyber Investigative
Joint Task Force’s 24/7 command center. It quickly
begins to investigate intrusions, notifies victims and
assigns leads to appropriate CTFs, and mobilizes the
Division’s rapid-response Cyber Action Team (CAT).
Also available through CyWatch: National Cyber
Investigative Joint Task Force, multi-agency
focal point for sharing information related to cyber
investigations; Cyber Action Team, a rapid-response
globally deployable unit that brings in dept expertise
and specialized investigative skills to major cases of
national importance; and Cyber Division Outreach
and Information Sharing, which provides strategic
reports and threat briefings.

Key federal, state and local investigative partners
enhance capabilities to address cybersecurity threats
for timely response.
FBI CYBER DIVISION SERVICES
FOR PRIVATE INDUSTRY PARTNERS —

INTERNET CRIME COMPLAINT (IC3) CENTER —
To report suspected Internet-facilitated crime,
including online fraud and intellectual property theft,
go to www.ic3.gov. The IC3 processes complaints
and sends them to relevant U.S. Government
agencies for follow-up action and intelligence
collection.

To defeat cyber adversaries targeting global U.S.
interests, the Bureau partners with private industry
through its FBI Cyber Division for Private Industry
Partners.
The Cyber Division has task forces (CTFs), staffed
with cybersecurity professionals who conduct
victim-based investigations and collect malware
information and other intelligence, in each of its 56
9
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Human Trafficking: The “Must Hear” Story
Tim Swarens
Former Indianapolis Star Opinion Columnist
Human trafficking, as defined by the United Nations,
involves the recruitment, transportation or harboring
of a person who has been forced, coerced or
deceived into /performing commercial sex acts or
labor services.

Children are purchased for sex at least 2.5 million
times a year in the United States. More than 1
million children, according to the International
Labour Organization, are exploited each year in the
commercial sex trade.

Traffickers prey on vulnerabilities, including poverty
and gender bias. They also use racial, ethnic, and
religious prejudices and stereotypes to target, and
even market, victims.

“Sex trafficking is a $99 billion a year industry.”. “The
exploitation of more than 1 million children accounts
for more than 20 percent of those profits.”
The Internet and related technologies are
increasingly becoming the predominant mechanism
by which children are lured, entrapped, and forced
into modern-day enslavement for sexual purposes.
While child sex trafficking is not a new crime, the use
of technology to facilitate this crime is.

Many people believe that the victims of human
trafficking have a choice in the matter, assuming they
chose the life for themselves. Because of this belief,
the victims don’t get the help they need. Instead,
they are usually met with disdain because of their
position.

To Learn more: Visit the websites of the Polaris
Project, the U.S. State Department, the International
Labour Organization and the United Nations Office
of Drugs and Crime to gain a deeper understanding
of the forces that drive human trafficking and the
efforts to stop it.

In every country, buyers are almost never punished.
I met a survivor from Indiana, a teen who was
purchased for sex by more than 150 different
men. Not a single one of those men was ever
charged. You would think that the majority must be
pedophiles, since it was clear she was underage.
Most aren’t. I call them “opportunists.”

To report a possible human trafficking case, call
1-888-373-7888 ( TTY: 711). Or send a text to
233733.

A 2016 study by the Center for Court Innovation
found that between 8,900 and 10,500 children, ages
13 to 17, are commercially exploited each year in this
country. Several hundred children 12 and younger,
a group not included in the study, also suffer
commercial sexual abuse.

Resources:
https://www.unodc.org/unodc/en/human-trafficking/what-is-humantrafficking.html
http://www.ilo.org/global/publications/ilo-bookstore/order-online/
books/WCMS_243391/lang--en/index.htm
https://polarisproject.org/
http://www.ilo.org/global/topics/forced-labour/lang--en/index.htm
https://www.unodc.org/unodc/en/humantrafficking/index.html

The average age of girls trafficked in the U.S. and
Indiana is 15. The average times they are sold for sex,
is 5.4 times a day.
10
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Savvy Women’s Guide to Personal Safety
Shelley Klingerman
Author, Producer, & Executive Director of Launch Terre Haute

4) Get over the fear/concern of overreacting.
Often times we pick up on something or
someone’s behavior that is not normal; yet, we
don’t want to say anything because we’re afraid
we will offend, falsely accuse, embarrass them, or
a hundred other reasons we try to justify. Those
senses and observations might be what buys
you the valuable seconds to react to avoiding an
incident, “bumping” a predator from committing
an act of violence, or being a missing piece to
a bigger law enforcement case. So often, after
an incident, the victim/witness will say, “I had a
feeling,” or “I knew something didn’t feel right”.
Don’t be that person!

Over the past ten years, I have worked on two
security projects. One was a documentary on
school safety called, Terror in American Schools: Are
Your Kids Safe? And, the other was a book related
to personal security titled, Vigilance: The Savvy
Women’s Guide to Personal Safety, Self-Protection
Measures and Countermeasures.
Both of these projects required me to do volumes
of research and conduct interviews with various
experts, ranging from ex-special operation
personnel, current military individuals, various
intelligence professionals, school administrators, law
enforcement, and even, for the documentary, exterrorists. All had the following points in common.
1) Pay attention to your surroundings. Notice
things. You know what is normal and what is not.
Which leads to the next point…
2) Trust your gut. Don’t dismiss those feelings.
Report it. Get out of the situation. Leave. Do
whatever you need to do, but take some kind of
action when you have that feeling. If you were
wrong, no harm no foul.
3) Look up and look around. In other words,
get your face out of your phone. Do not walk
and text. You have zero idea of what’s going
on around you in this state of being. You have
no idea if someone has eyes on you. Or, if
something is brewing around you, and you need
to get out of the area. Or, if you’re about to walk
into someone or something. We’ve all seen
videos of people walking in front of cars, or into
fountains, because they are walking and looking
at their phone.

One of the most interesting things that I learned
during my conversations with subject matter experts
was about the profile of a predator.
Most predators:
• aren’t looking for a fight, they’re looking for a
victim
• are, for the most part, lazy
• need the element of surprise
• use cover of darkness or crowds
So much of our personal safety has to do with being
aware of what’s going on around us. And, when
you understand the “profile of predator” and what
they are generally looking for, it makes much more
sense on how you can be proactive in “bumping”
a predator to exclude you from being an attractive
target.
Continued on page 41
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Overcoming the Challenges of Disabilities:
Best Practices in Hiring, Training & Involving
Jason McManus
CEO, Wabash Center, Inc., West Lafayette
who may lack job readiness skills to participate in
programming designed to build skill and capacity.
These services cover everything from learning
how to fill out an application, or participate in an
interview, all the way through, and including, having
a job coach work alongside the individual for the first
several days of their employment.

According to the U.S. Census Bureau there were over
40 million Americans with disabilites, representing
just over 12% of the total population in 2015.
The term disability covers a broad spectrum of
intellectual, developmental, or physical conditions.
For the purposes of our discussion, we will focus
on those diagnosed with an itellectual and/or
developmental disability.

In 2019 Wabash Center helped 206 individuals
with disabilities obtain employment in the greater
Lafayette area through a variety of partnerships
with local businesses including Caterpillar, Wabash
National, Arni’s Pizza, IU Health, and Purdue
University. One of the individuals we support is a
long-term employee of a security firm that arranges
parking and other services to Purdue. He was called
upon to join the security team at the 2019 Super
Bowl, where he was responsible for guarding the
Lombardi Trophy with strict instructions not to allow
anyone without the appropriate credentials to enter
the room where it was being kept. Imagine Roger
Goodell’s surprise when this individual denied him
entry for failing to show his access credential!

Wabash Center, like Damar Services, offers a variety
of supports and services to children and adults with
intellectual and/or developmental disabilities. These
supports and services include 24-hour care and
supervision; day programming; community-based
services; and employment supports.
Over the last ten years, there have been significant
advances in our understanding of the nature of
disabilities, how we assess and determine the needs
of those we serve, and an emphasis on doing an
inventory of strengths. Additionally, there has been
a philosphical shift, and a welcomed one that
prioritizes the rights of those with disablities to have
access to meaningful opportunities to integrate fully
into the community, even while receiving services
from providers like ours, which oftentimes includes a
staff member as an active participant in their lives.

In summary, persons with disablities are in many
instances ready and able to work with support and
services. As we engage with our corporate partners,
they find these employees to be among their most
loyal, hardworking, and dedicated members of their
workforce. In times of economic prosperity and
when unemployment is at a low, know that there is a
deep bench of persons with disabilities
who are capable of participating in the
workforce.

One of these meaningful opportunites is the right to
seek and obtain employment in a community setting,
despite having a disability. As part of the inventory
of strengths, providers like Wabash Center assess
job readiness and work skills. Through a partnership
with Vocational Rehabilitation, we are able to offer
services that allow for an individual with a disablity
12
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Overcoming the Challenges of Disabilities:
Best Practices in Hiring, Training & Involving
Dr. Jim Dalton
CEO, Damar Services, Inc., Indianapolis
companies. People with developmental disabilities
represent a large and untapped resource for
companies.

Dependable. Motivated. Engaged. Attention to
Detail. Focused. Productive. Sounds like a good
employee. Companies strive to acquire talent that
fit these descriptors. Individuals with Intellectual
and Developmental Disabilities are often the
“ideal” employee. People with Intellectual and
Developmental Disabilities are an underutilized
group of potential workers that can have positive
impacts on business and social outcomes.

It makes good business sense. Ensuring a diverse
and compassionate workforce attracts an expanded
talent pool to the company and has a positive impact
on company culture. It creates greater engagement
among all workers. Companies that have greater
engagement have greater productivity from workers.
Specific jobs match well to specific individuals.
Persons with developmental disabilities can find joy
and satisfaction out of important tasks that others
may not seem to enjoy.

BEST MATCHES
Most companies think of employing persons
with disabilities as a supportive social action and
have been willing to adapt/adjust work to fit the
needs of the person with the disability. While this
is often the thinking that begins the willingness to
employ special persons, it is usually not the ending
motivation. The majority of employers who are open
to hiring persons with disabilities find the experience
rewarding and “better than expected.” Most
employers come to realize quickly that modifications
and supports for successful employment are easily
accessible and readily available.

BENEFITS TO THE PERSON
It is important to “Be Expected.” We often take for
granted the gift of work. The gift of being relied
on by others. The gift of productivity. Persons with
developmental and intellectual disabilities who
experience purpose in their lives are happier, more
stable, and more independent.
Basic responsibilities to others lead to greater
personal independence. Persons with disabilities
who work alongside non-disabled peers have higher
levels of self-efficacy, higher ratings of adaptive
behaviors (self-reliance) and broadened social skills.

Companies that have strong commitment to
employing a diverse workforce and including all
persons represented in the community – as a
company strategy – tend to do better with the
employment of persons with disabilities.

Financial Independence. Persons with disabilities
who earn their own income have
greater quality of life scores than those
who do not work.

BENEFITS TO COMPANIES
Talent shortage is a top concern for the majority of
13
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Apollo 11 — The Eagle Has Landed,
One Small Step for Man
Greg McCauley
Director/CEO, Link Observatory Space Science Institute, Martinsville
from Columbia for visual inspection. Partially piloted
manually by Armstrong, the Eagle landed in the Sea
of Tranquility. A commemorative plaque signed by
President Richard M. Nixon and the three astronauts
was attached to the descent stage.

The primary objective of Apollo 11 was to complete
a national goal set by President John F. Kennedy
on May 25, 1961: send US astronauts to the Moon
and return them safely to the Earth. Additional
flight objectives included scientific exploration
by the lunar module (LM), crew, deployment of a
television camera to transmit signals to Earth; and
deployment of a solar wind composition experiment,
seismic experiment package and a Laser Ranging
Retroreflector.

It was almost four hours later that Armstrong
emerged from the Eagle and deployed the TV
camera for the transmission of the event to Earth. At
about 109 hours, 42 minutes after launch, Armstrong
opened the hatch of the lunar module Eagle. As
the hatch on the lunar module Eagle was opened
and astronaut Neil Armstrong stepped down the
nine rungs of the ladder and into history, the earth
stood still to watch Neil Armstrong take humanity’s
firsts steps on the lunar surface— becoming the
largest live global broadcast in world history.
Commemorative medallions bearing the names of
the three Apollo 1 astronauts who lost their lives in a
launch pad fire, and two cosmonauts who also died
in accidents, were left on the moon’s surface.

During the exploration, two astronauts were to
gather samples of lunar-surface materials for return
to Earth. They were also to photograph extensively
the lunar terrain, the deployed scientific equipment,
the LM spacecraft, and each other, both with still
and motion picture cameras. This was to be the last
Apollo mission to fly a “free-return” trajectory, which
would enable a return to Earth with no engine firing,
providing a ready abort of the mission at any time
prior to lunar orbit insertion.

Armstrong and Aldrin spent 21 hours, 36 minutes on
the moon’s surface. Armstrong and Aldrin returned
to the Command Service Module (CSM) with Collins.
Four hours later, the LM jettisoned and remained in
lunar orbit.

Apollo 11 launched from Cape Kennedy on July
16, 1969, carrying Commander Neil Armstrong,
Command Module Pilot Michael Collins & Lunar
Module Pilot Edwin “Buzz” Aldrin. Over one million
spectators watched the launch of Apollo 11 within
20 miles of Kennedy Space Center. An estimated 25
million viewers watched the launch live while over
400 million people around the world listened to live
radio broadcasts.

Re-entry procedures were initiated July 24, 44
hours after leaving lunar orbit. The Service Module
separated from the Command Module, which
was re-oriented to a heat-shield-forward position.
Parachute deployment occurred at 195
hours, 13 minutes. After a flight of 195

On July 20, Armstrong and Aldrin entered the LM,
made a final check, and at 100 hours, 12 minutes
into the flight, the Eagle undocked & separated

Continued on page 41
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Developing the Next Generation of Leaders —
What Will It Take?
Michael Schiele
President, Indianapolis Rotary Club
expect them to wait three years before they join a
committee or want to lead. Don’t insist they wait like
we waited to serve as an officer. But, do guide them
and help them translate information into insight.
Show them how to apply what they have learned
and give them the history behind it. She will find your
wisdom invaluable as you round out her knowledge.
Let them lead sooner, not later.

Leading this next generation requires a change in
thinking. We must jettison several age-old premises
we believed to be the standard for developing and
coaching talent. This phenomenon has occurred in
every facet of leadership from the basketball court
to the courtroom, and now includes our beloved
Rotary. I list below three things I believe we must
embrace as Rotarians to stay relevant and seen as
necessary for a young person to join us and become
leaders.

Second, they don’t need us to tell them their life’s
purpose. They already know it! This young group of
volunteers seem to be born with a clear identity and
sense of direction. Where you and I may have arrived
as blank pages looking for a skilled writer to begin
our story, they are a first draft looking for a sage
editor.

First, accept the days of apprenticeship, as we know
it, are long gone. Your young professional will not sit
quietly at your feet the next three years soaking up
your wisdom while she waits her turn to lead. In fact,
she’s been reading online the same books as you
at age 15, you didn’t read until you started working
in your profession. By the time he turned 17, he had
seen over 100 hours of video on YouTube where
your first experience was hands on at the old age of
30. This fact doesn’t make them smarter. It simply
means they have more information, but information
is not insight.

How does this work practically? Please don’t tell
them where they are going to serve, or what projects
they should work on. And this next statement may
hurt, but please don’t be offended if they don’t
get excited about ending Polio. I’ve found they are
more moved by Malaria and clean water projects,
or something local in a park. Either way, ask him
where he wants to do the most good. Ask her what
problem she wants to solve, and then show them
how Rotary is the platform to do it. Choose their
committee assignments where they are the most
passionate with the understanding it may not align
with their current profession.

To “apprentice” a young person today means to
walk behind them instead of them behind us. In
times past, they would watch and learn our trade
until they were ready to go on their own. Today, we
walk behind them explaining the difference between
know-how and know-when. This is the true benefit
of age. Since no amount of reading or video can
flatten the learning curve, this is where we are
needed most.

My last thought is probably the toughest. Be open
to the fact, they may be just passing
through. When they joined us, they

What does this mean practically for Rotary? Don’t

Continued on page 42
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My Greatest Moment in Rotary —
Moderator Comments
Maj. Gen. Mark Pillar, USAF (Ret.)
Columbus Rotary Club
there’s Beth Sexton. She starts out a “Rotary Ann,”
volunteering from time to time. As her available time
for involvement increases, she looks for where to best
spend it. She determines that the best place is in her
Carmel Rotary Club, but it was not until AFTER she
joined that she discovered just how service-oriented
her Rotary club was.

I’m going to guess that these selections of “Greatest
Moments in Rotary” were intentional. We have a
very young member, a middle-aged member, and a
member in the “more experienced” time of her life. All
are relatively new Rotary members.
All three of these Rotary Moments have a common
thread…service. Ben Johnson is on the receiving end
from his loving, caring Indianapolis club. Colton Junod
found out that by giving, by getting involved with the
Interact Club at Lincoln High School in Vincennes, he
would have experiences he NEVER would have had
were it not for his involvement with Rotary. Finally,

We all have our own “Rotary Moments” and, perhaps,
they are only special to us, or they may involve others.
Nonetheless, they remain part of our Rotary DNA, part
of who we are as Rotarians, and as human beings.
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My Greatest Moment in Rotary:
The Kindness of Others
Ben Johnson
Southport International Satellite Club
Rotary is all about service to others, so it should
come as no surprise that my greatest moment in
Rotary is about the actions of other members.

because that is what Rotarians do; they look for the
opportunity to serve others. They knew that I would
face struggles from not being able to work during
my recovery time from surgery. They knew about the
depression that often sets in a few weeks after leaving the
hospital. Over the next weeks and months, a core group
from the club would reach out to me regularly, invite me
to their homes, and just check on my well-being.

One of my professors introduced me to Rotary as a
graduate student in 2013. I was in a transition period,
having left a long time employer and doing freelance
work. I knew then that Rotary was an organization I
needed to join. After I formed my own company in
2014, I joined the Indianapolis Rotary Club through
the under 40 program. From day one, every Rotarian
I met welcomed me. The club president was my
mentor and I felt like I belonged immediately.

My greatest moment in Rotary came from the
service of other Rotarians during one of the darkest
times in my life.
It has been nearly 5 years since I had those strokes.
I have recovered fully. Had it not been for the
insistence by my mother to go to the hospital and
the support of my Rotary family afterwards, things
may have turned out very differently.

In August 2016, my business had grown and I bought
out my partner. Two weeks later, at the age 37, I had
two strokes. The second one temporarily paralyzed
me and took away my ability to speak. A few days
later when I walked out of the hospital and went
home there was already a card from my Rotary
club, signed by a dozen members offering their well
wishes. Over the next few days, I received cards,
emails, Facebook messages, and phone calls from
other club members. The first excursion I made out
of the house was to the club meeting the following
week. My mom had to drive me.

If you want to save someone’s life, learn about the
warning signs of a stroke. I had no idea what had
happened and neither did anyone around me when I
fell. It was only because I called my mom to share an
embarrassing story of falling at the store that I made
it to the hospital.
Visit www.cdc.gov/stroke/signs_symptoms.htm to
learn the signs of a stroke. Remember F.A.S.T.

We have a large club, often there are 100 people at
lunch. I am sure every one of them came over and
talked to us, introduced themselves to my mom.
They always asked us the same two questions.

Face: Does one side of the face droop when they
smile? Arms: Have the person raise both arms, Does
one drift downward? Speech: Have the person say a
simple phrase. Does it sound slurred or
strange? Time: If you see any of those
signs, call 911 immediately.

HOW WAS I DOING? HOW COULD THEY HELP?
I believe that every one of them was asking genuinely,
17
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My Greatest Moment in Rotary:
From Vincennes to Sydney ... and Back
Colton Junod
Medical Student, Indiana University. Home: Vincennes
stayed with a Rotary host family for my nine-day trip.
The conference was unbelievable, and I learned so
much about the good Rotary does around the world.

During my junior year at Vincennes Lincoln High
School our school superintendent (and Vincennes
Rotary member) Greg Parsley started an Interact Club
in partnership with our guidance counselor. I was one
of the nine charter members and was selected to serve
as Co-President. This first year our small but mighty
club completed many service projects surpassing our
initial goal. I was selected to serve as President of the
Vincennes Interact Club my senior year and the club
grew to over 30 members in just one year!

A funny side note: my conference registration was
under my host family’s club who was hosting the
Rotary International President during the conference
– so my conference badge was labeled “VIP” which
allowed me to sit up front among the RI Directors,
their spouses, and other Rotary leadership. By the
end of the convention, I was friends with many of
them and keep in touch via Facebook to this day.
They were impressed that an Indiana District had
sent me to the convention!

Whenever I signed up for Interact, I did not really
know much about Rotary. I knew of the local club and
knew several members, but I was not aware at how
widespread Rotary’s footprint was on both on the
local and international level. During my first year of
Interact, I entered the Four-Way Test speech contest
and won both the local and District 6580 contests
with my speech advocating for organ donation. Some
of you might remember the speech from the 2013
District 6580 Conference. It was this experience, as
well as RYLA, that allowed me to be immersed into
Rotary and learn more about its mission.

Currently, I am a student at Indiana University School
of Medicine pursuing my dream of becoming a
physician. I look forward to the day when I am
finished with my schooling so I can return to be
a local Rotary member! I hope to use my medical
degree to facilitate and participate in health/medical
projects across the globe with Rotary International.
I hope my story encourages Rotary members to
seek out young people and get them involved just
like the Vincennes Club did with me! Interact really
opened my life up to many amazing opportunities and
I know it will have the same effect on others as well.

In 2014, I learned about the annual Rotary
International Convention in Sydney, Australia. I
researched it and thought this would be a great
opportunity to grow with Rotary. So with money
from the Rotary Speech contest award and
additional financial help from the Vincennes Rotary
Club – off I went to the Land Down Under for the
convention! Graduating high school and then flying
across the world (alone I might add) was ambitious
but an experience I will never forget. In Sydney, I

In closing, I want to thank some of the people who
welcomed me into Rotary with open arms and
continued to encourage me in my endeavors: the
entire Vincennes Club, Laura Carrie, Jim
Bright, Joy Harter, Jean Emery, Loren
Snyder, Santhana Naidu, Tim and Amy
Lee and many more.
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My Greatest Moment in Rotary:
Carmelfest & Beyond
Beth Sexton
Carmel Rotary Club, Community Service Co-Chair
impressed me most was their servant hearts. I attended
almost all of the club committee meetings to try and
figure out how to get actively involved.

It all started back in the summer of 2015 when my
husband, a proud Carmel Rotary member, invited me
to volunteer at his club’s largest fundraiser, Carmelfest.
At the time, I was a mom to three teenagers, and
working full-time, with a one-hour commute each
way. I could not find the time to be active in any
organization, but a one-time volunteer event was
perfect. So I said ‘yes.’ Little did I know that organizing
a team of ‘trash troopers’ for Carmelfest would just be
the beginning of my own Rotary journey!

Since I had seen firsthand the fundraising side of the
club through Carmelfest, I was really interested in
learning how those funds benefitted the community.
So, I joined the Community Grants and the
Community Service Committees. Through the Grant
Committee, I saw the wide variety of organizations we
help, not just via funds, but rather specific initiatives.
For example, we gave a grant to Janus Development
Center to stock a reading room for the clients.
Servicing adults with disabilities, Janus wanted to
create a reading program because reading has shown
to have such positive effects, especially in developing
creativity and self-esteem. In addition to the funds,
Janus was looking for someone to just read with the
clients once a week. I signed up as a volunteer reader.
I have really enjoyed getting to know the clients,
especially when I see their faces light up when I show
up for reading hour.

Throughout the two-day festival, I supervised a team
consisting of my daughter and her middle school
friends cleaning up trash. It was hot, smelly, and
sticky. After our two-hour shift we were exhausted.
That evening, I told my husband while I was happy
to volunteer, I NEVER wanted to collect trash again.
This led to a colorful discussion of all the adventures
of the day, but more importantly, the reason Rotary
was involved – to provide a family friendly event for
our community, while raising funds to invest in our
community.

I had no idea of all the organizations our Community
Service Committee supported until I became a
member delivering summer lunch food for families
in need; monthly volunteer opportunities at two local
food pantries, along with financial support; bi-weekly
Meals on Wheels drop-offs; weekly volunteering
as teachers aides at two local elementary schools;
warehouse stocking for a local food bank; and holiday
toy and coat drives, in partnership with
local firefighters, are just few examples.

Over the next few years, I continued to volunteer as
a parking attendant, ticket taker, set-up crew…really
anywhere there was a need. I truly enjoyed bringing joy
to those attending the festival, and feeling good about
the proceeds being reinvested in the community.
Fast forward to 2018 where I got the opportunity
to take advantage of an early retirement package
from my employer. Now, I finally had more time to
invest as I wanted. So, of course, I checked out the
Carmel Rotary Club meetings. I had already met so
many wonderful members over the years, and what

Continued on page 41
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What It Takes to Be a Champion
Moderator Comments
Elliot Gross
IU-Bloomington Rotaract Club. Home: Greencastle
Commissioner of the Indiana High School Athletic
Association in charge of football, wrestling, and
baseball. He has decades of experience as a
principal, vice-principal, coach, leader of sports
organizations, and high school educator. The
former Earlham College quarterback, who also
played basketball and ran track, will soon receive
his doctorate from Indiana State University. All the
while, he is a role model to all ages.

Each of us strives to be successful at what we
do. However, there is a difference between being
successful, and being a champion. A champion is
one who goes above and beyond, displaying hardwork, morality, leadership, and teamwork in his/her
respective field.
Joe Reitz, a panelist for the “What It Takes to Be
a Champion” session, can attest to the hardwork portion of being a champion. Getting to the
NFL wasn’t easy. Joe was a basketball player at
Western Michigan University, and not a lineman.
The transition from college basketball to the NFL
is an unorthodox route to the say the least. As a
college basketball player, he was at a disadvantage
in comparison to others who had similar NFL
aspirations. However, through countless hours of
hard work and dedication, Joe Reitz accomplished a
feat that few others could.

The journey to success is rarely done alone. Whether
it be teammates who work with you to achieve your
goal, or having a strong family support system, a
true champion recognizes the efforts of others who
helped him/her succeed. A great example of this is
NBA All-Star Kevin Durant, winner of the 2013-2014
Most Valuable Player Award. His acceptance speech
was full of emotions as he explained the many
sacrifices of his mother for him and his siblings, first
and foremost, to put food on the table, while also
recognizing his teammates, coaches, mentors, and
others.

In 2016, Joe Reitz was a nominee for the Walter
Payton Man of the Year Award, given to an NFL
player for his accomplishments on the football
field, as well as his volunteer and charity work. This
nomination reflects Joe’s dedication and integrity
by giving back to the community through programs
such as the Special Olympics, All-Pro Dads, Tackling
Homelessness, and the Colts Community Tickets
Program. Since his retirement from the NFL, Joe
Reitz continues to be a fine example of a champion
and what Rotary calls “Service above Self.”

It is important to emphasize being a champion is not
just a title given to athletes. It may be a little more
abstract to define what a champion is outside of the
world of sports, but it should not be overlooked. A
champion is successful and dedicated to whatever
he/she does; a positive role model for others, and a
shining example of honesty, integrity, and diligence.
Joe Reitz and Robert Faulkens are champions in
their respective fields, and undeniable
community role models.

I regard champions as leaders. Robert Faulkens,
our second panelist, is an exemplary leader and
a true champion. Robert is the current Assistant
20
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What It Takes to Be a Champion:
Three Real Tangible Keys
Joe Reitz
Former NFL Lineman, Baltimore Ravens & Indianapolis Colts,
Associate Wealth Management Advisor, Northwestern Mutual
Win the 3rd Lap – This is the Key to gaining a
competitive advantage over your competition. Most
people can start a task strong with vigor, and it is
easy to sprint once we can see the finish line. The
hardest part of any goal is the 50-75% time frame,
or the 3rd lap of a 4-lap mile run. 1:30-3:00 in the
afternoon, minutes 30-45 of an hour-long workout,
week 3 of a 4-week project, etc. When we are aware
of the pitfalls approaching, stop for 60 seconds and
commit extra mental energy to embracing the 3rd
laps in your life!

Hi Rotarians,
Unfortunately, we cannot be together in person,
but I wanted to provide a brief summary on my
talking points and three Real, Tangible Keys to Be a
Champion!
Be Ready when Life Calls Audibles – I was blessed
to play with 2 great quarterbacks, Peyton Manning
and Andrew Luck, who were masters of pre-snap
adjustments and making audibles. Each play held
a series of adjustments, or they may change the
play all together. As lineman, we had to process
the information quickly and mentally re-focus, in a
matter of 5-10 seconds.

Fail Forward – I heard the late Kobe Bryant say
once “I either win or I learn, I never lose” and fell in
love with that quote. We ALL FAIL. In reading this
document today, know that you and I both have
most likely failed at something just today. What
separates Champions from others is MINDSET. Will
your mindset be fearful of going after your goal
again and again, even amidst failure? Or will you
convince yourself, “I would rather fail giving my all
than to sit on the sidelines and hold something back.
If you fail, and we all will and continue to do so, FAIL
FORWARD.

Example: As a lineman, we LOVE when we have
run plays called. So we might have a run called
and be excited to fire out against the defense, but
then Andrew would change the play to a pass, and
5 seconds later, we are hiking the ball. If mentally
my mind is thinking, “Boy, I wish Andrew would
have kept that run play called,” then I inevitably fail
on the play. This is reactive thinking. However, if
in my mind I say, “OK, it is a pass. The boss called
the best play he thinks. Let’s GO!” Then I have a
much better chance of success. This is proactive
thinking. Too often in life we spend time and mental
energy focused on the past, thinking that things
aren’t changing. Let’s positively shift our focus to the
future, and what we can do now for success!

Additional Reading = Teddy Roosevelt’s Poem “The
Man in the Arena”
Thank you!
Joe Reitz
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What It Takes to Be a Champion:
Tamika Catchings… Leader, Follower, Supporter
Allison Barber, PhD
President, COO, Indiana Fever, WNBA
How does she do it all?

When I grew up playing basketball, the players were
assigned to a specific position. There were two
guards, two forwards and a center. The guards and
the forwards had different roles and strengths, but
the players were always a guard, forward or center.

Sometimes Tamika leads, sometimes she follows
and sometimes she supports. She has learned how
to adapt to each specific situation and to thrive in
the role that is the best and right fit for her in that
moment. I have observed that Tamika’s adaptability
is anchored in being focused, driven, competitive
and passionate. All part of her natural wiring but also
developed and inspired by powerful influences in her
life. Her college coach, the great Pat Summit was
known for saying, “I’m someone who will push you
beyond all reasonable limits. Someone who will ask
you not to just fulfill your potential but to exceed it.
Someone who will expect more from you than you
may believe you are capable of.”

In the game today, a common description is
“position-less” or “versatile” role. Instead of being a
guard, a person might play in the 1 or 2 position, a
forward could be a 3 or 4 or sometimes even a 2. A
center is typically always the 5 but might play the 4.
On the court, a player might be in a role of leading
the team as they dribble the ball up the floor and call
the plays. While another player might be a follower
and be required to move into a location to be in
receive mode of the ball being passed by the leader.
Sometimes, a player might need to play the role of
supporter, they may need to set a pick to allow the
leader and follower to execute the play. The roles
can change from play to play depending on the
strategy and the read of the defense.

Throughout her life, Tamika has been motivated
by leaders developing her muscle memory and
patterns of adaptability. She can immediately assess
a situation and determine her role as leader, follower
or supporter. In corporate America, just like in
basketball, Tamika is a “universal” role player. She
embodies the quote by Aristotle, “We are what we
repeatedly do. Excellence, then, is not an act, but a
habit.”

Being a professional basketball player is a wonderful
training ground for life and nobody exemplifies
that better than Tamika Catchings. Tamika is an
NCAA basketball champion, a 4-time Olympic Gold
medalist, a WNBA champion. In addition to being
a champion athlete, Tamika is a Vice President for
the Indiana Fever, a philanthropist who started a
foundation that provides scholarships for student
athletes and organizes basketball camps, an
entrepreneur with her own business and an ESPN
commentator.
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What Did It Take for Ken Griffey, Jr.
to Become a Champion?
Jeff Smulyan
Former Major League Baseball Owner, Seattle Mariners
Chairman, President & CEO, Emmis Communications
Ken’s attitude sometimes drove our baseball
organization a bit crazy. He had a carefree, “what
me worry?” attitude that allowed him to appear
indifferent to all the things that his peers had to learn.
I know it drove his coaches crazy when they would
want to school him on the tendencies of the pitcher
he would be facing that night and Ken would just
say, “I’ll just go up and hit whatever he throws me.” In
spite of their admonitions, he did just that, and he did
it remarkably well.

I had the great joy of owning the Mariners during
Ken Griffey Jr’s first years in Major League Baseball.
Watching Kenny play every day was definitely the
highlight of my experience. Just yesterday, ESPN did
a list of the greatest natural players in the history of
the game, and Ken was at the top of the list.
While I did not save a lot of memorabilia from those
days, I did save one Sports Illustrated cover from
1990. It was Ken swinging a bat, and the title was,
“The Natural.” That was Ken Griffey and that’s why it’s
so difficult to describe what it took to make Kenny a
champion.

So, it’s different (and difficult) to say what made
Ken Griffey a champion, except for a natural talent
that few have ever possessed. He grew up around
major league baseball, with his father, Ken Griffey
Sr., who was an all-star for many years with the
Cincinnati Reds and New York Yankees, so Kenny
clearly had in innate knowledge of the game. Even
so, it was clearly superb physical gifts that made him
a champion from the day he stepped onto a major
league diamond.

Let me explain. Ken Griffey’s gifts were so
pronounced, that he really was exempt from the
rigors of training and preparation that everyone
else had to endure to make the major leagues.
Most major leaguers spend years working on and
perfecting their swing. Most study opposing pitchers
with the religious fervor of a monk. Most work on
hitting the cutoff man in the outfield, figuring out
where to play when each batter comes to the plate.
They figure out how much of a leadoff to take
depending on who is pitching. The thousands of
things that people go through to perfect their craft
didn’t seem to get through to Ken Griffey Jr. He just
“did his thing.”

As Kenny matured, he did start to do much of the
preparation he avoided in his earlier days, and I’m
sure that it helped round out his overall game. But,
make no mistake, being “The Natural” is what made
Ken Griffey Jr. a champion.

.
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Mitch Daniels & What It Takes to Be a Champion
Nate Feltman
Co-Owner, Indianapolis Business Journal; Secretary of Commerce for the State
of Indiana; CEO of the Indiana Economic Development Corporation, 2006-2008
He was elected Governor in 2004, in his first bid
for any elected office, and was re-elected in 2008,
receiving more votes than any candidate for any
public office in the state’s history. Governor Daniels
spearheaded a host of reforms aimed at improving
the performance of state government; led the
state to its first balanced budget in eight years and,
without a tax increase; created the public-private
Indiana Economic Development Corporation;
passed the most sweeping education reforms in the
country, including the nation’s first statewide school
choice voucher program; and established WGU
Indiana, a partnership between the state and Western
Governors University aimed at expanding access
to higher education for Hoosiers and increasing
the percentage of the state’s adult population with
education beyond high school.

Recognized as one of 50 “World’s Greatest Leaders”
by Fortune Magazine, Mitchell Elias Daniels, Jr. has
been a businessman, Governor, White House Budget
Director, and University President.
EXAMPLES OF LEADERSHIP
At Purdue, President Daniels launched a series
of initiatives called “Purdue Moves” that provide
bold answers to some of the greatest challenges
facing higher education today. The four pillars of
Purdue Moves — affordability and accessibility,
transformative education, world-changing research,
and STEM leadership — leverage Purdue’s historic
strengths and promote investment in new ideas,
guiding the university in its mission to deliver higher
education at the highest proven value.

As a business leader, Mitch Daniels served as the
CEO of the Hudson Institute, and held the role of
President of Eli Lilly & Company’s North American
Pharmaceutical Operations. Board memberships,
civic engagements, and national recognition came
throughout his business career.

President Daniels has made student affordability and
student success top priorities. Purdue commenced
a series of tuition freezes in 2013 that have lasted
seven academic years. During that same time, room
and board costs were cut by 5 percent and have
remained steady since 2013. In addition, a first-ofits-kind partnership with online retailer Amazon.com
is saving Purdue students an average of 31 percent
on their textbooks each year.

WHY I CONSIDER MITCH DANIELS A CHAMPION
He’s a model of leadership that challenges each of us
to leave our state, nation, and world—and the lives of
the people around us—better than we found them.

In public service, Mitch Daniels first served as Chief
of Staff to Senator Richard Lugar. He has also worked
as Senior Advisor to President Ronald Reagan and
Director of the Office of Management and Budget
under President George W. Bush.

.
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What It Takes to Be a Champion:
Respect Self, Others
Robert E. Faulkens
Assistant Commissioner, Indiana High School Athletic Association
The mark of a Champion is evidenced by a continual
display of superiority and excellence. A Champion
is not always victorious, but a Champion is always a
formidable opponent.

Champion resided in everyone. However, most are
unwilling, or unable, to develop their Champion.
Those that do make the choice to excavate their
Champion are a joy to behold.

As an athlete, coach, and administrator, a Champion
is initially recognized by their bearing. A Champion is
confident in their ability, talent, and composure.

The greatest mark of a Champion is their respect
for themselves, the competitive arena, and their
fellow competitors. A Champion is respected by
their opponents because of their respect shown
to their opponents. A Champion gives no quarter
and shows no mercy. But, a Champion is humble in
victory and gracious in defeat. Think of Magic versus
Bird. During the game they are fierce competitors,
unrelenting and combative. In the aftermath comes
the recognition that “the other guy over there is
pretty good and I need to ramp it up before the next
contest.”

During my years in the athletic arena, a Champion
was easily recognizable. Their reputation preceded
them. A Champion garnered respect and admiration,
not for their honors or accolades, but for their
demonstrated excellence and their proven success.
Most people know of the Champion as exhibited
during competition. However, equally important
to the Champion are what comes before the
competition, as well as what follows. A Champion
looks the part before, during, and after the
competition.

Finally, in all that a Champion does, you will find
an unparalleled passion. A passion in their pursuit
of excellence. A passion for the competitive arena.
Many times a Champion will look to themselves
as a measure of a formidable opponent. Often, a
Champion raises the level of their teammates and
peers because of their pursuit of excellence and
superiority. Their passion becomes contagious.

A Champion prepares to be a Champion. A
Champion works tirelessly to sharpen strengths, and
to shore up weaknesses. This dual preparation is
relentless, deliberate, and purposeful. A Champion
is thoughtful in preparation. A Champion is
purposeful in repeatedly perfecting those skills and
abilities, which accentuate an asset or significant
strength. Additionally, a Champion is deliberate in
their approach to the blunting of any weakness. A
Champion will not be beaten in the same fashion
repeatedly. A Champion can, and will, be victorious
in many different arenas under many different
conditions. As a coach, I was convinced that a

What does it take to be a Champion? A personal
passion. A willingness to pursue excellence.
A competitive spirit. A recognition and
acknowledgement of your success that comes from
your peers and colleagues.
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How Should My Club
Make Difficult Decisions About Grants?
Santhana Naidu
6580 District Governor 2019-2020, Terre Haute Rotary Club
Purpose:

Before deciding what to fund, I recommend that you
develop evaluation criteria so that your decisions are
objective and consistent from year-to-year. You can
draft your own model that is best suited for your club
and area needs. If you need help, look in the Rotary
International website, ask other clubs in your district
or talk to panel members.

Our community needs tend to be on the rise.
Deciding who to support financially is increasingly
becoming a difficult task for Rotarians and clubs.
Discussion:
First, my first advice to clubs in choosing what to
fund is to follow the Four-Way Test. If you have a
project that does not meet the four-way test, that
project or need should be given a lower priority in
your grant allocation.

Once you have decided what to fund and the
amount, think about the award notification process.
It is important for your club members to know what
projects you are funding and how their dollars will
be used. Consider making the check presentation at
one of your weekly programs and ask the agencies
or their clients to share a few words. It is also a good
occasion to notify the local media so that people in
the community can see how Rotary and your club
are making a difference.

Next, should you consider supporting fewer projects
and make bigger impact or support as many projects
as you can with your limited resources? There is
no right answer here. It truly depends on what is
appropriate and important for your club’s mission. If
you choose to support fewer projects to make the
most impact, I suggest you pick the areas of impact
that are important for your club as opposed to the
needs/grant requests dictating your priority areas.

Finally, ask the agencies/recipients to submit a midyear or final report to ensure the funds were used as
intended.
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How Should My Club
Make Difficult Decisions About Grants?
Ginny Terpening
Carmel Rotary Club
A limitation on the level of the award was one of the
first things we re-evaluated. We decided to cap the
award at $1,000. Not wishing to be a source of “free
money” we established more stringent guidelines
and eliminated the possibility that an organization
could apply for a grant at each round (March 1 and
September 1).

Offering community grants involves difficult decisions.
Some projects will be funded, and some will not.
There is never enough funding to assist all who apply.
How much money is enough to get started? The
grants committee from the Rotary Club of Camel
had to make decisions dealing with questions from
inside and outside our organization. As we created our
initial guidelines, we found the need to change, and
later refine, some of the language on the application.
Our current guidelines helped us make most of the
difficult decisions. But, getting to the last draft of
those guidelines was a long process.

A small group of somewhat hostile Carmel Rotarians
who insisted that we should only be funding
Carmel-based organizations challenged the grants
committee. Our focus had been on a broad definition
of “local community.” In order to clarify our position
and subdue the challengers, we approached the
Mayor’s office to see if CarmelFest funds had to
be spent on Carmel activities. The Mayor (also a
Rotarian) said “No,” but Central Indiana would be the
geographic limit. That ended the challenge and added
another stipulation – preference would be given to
organizations in Carmel or Hamilton County with
Central Indiana constituting the boundaries for “local
organizations.”

The committee met in 2015 to discuss the possibility
of creating a Charitable Grant. The grant funds would
come from our major July fundraiser – CarmelFest –
a partnership between the City of Carmel, the Rotary
Club of Carmel, and other local organizations. We
wanted to include club members in the process so we
established a grant sponsor – a Carmel Rotarian who
would submit the grant for a charitable organization.
Unsolicited grants from the community were not
considered. This step involved club members
highlighting organizations in which they were
involved, and provided buy-in for members.

We had several early grants submitted by Rotarians
who were employees of the organization they
sponsored. There was never anything to indicate
wrongdoing, but we didn’t want the appearance
of wrongdoing; therefore, it was stipulated
that a Rotarian could not be an employee of
the organization and sponsor a grant for that
organization. Problem solved.

We started with $3,000, but quickly increased that
amount, awarding eight organizations $8,000. We
had not yet established an award limit, and it was clear
that we needed to do that. One of our applications,
sponsored by a board officer, requested over $5,000
for his organization. His poorly written grant received
no funding. The committee ignored the obvious
politics involved with that decision.

The six areas of focus for Rotary
International were added for better
Continued on page 42
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The Rotary Foundation
Ray Kramp
District Governor 6560 Nominee, Carmel Rotary Club

•

The Rotary Foundation transforms your gifts into
service projects that change lives close to home and
around the world. Since it was founded more than
100 years ago, the Foundation has spent more than
$4 billion on life-changing, sustainable projects. We
can make lives better in your community and around
the world. The Rotary Foundation is organized as
a public charity operated exclusively for charitable
purposes and governed by a Board of Trustees.
The operations of Rotary International, a member
organization, are overseen by its Board of Directors.

•
•
•
•

Peace and Conflict Prevention/Resolution $3.6
million
Disease Prevention and Treatment $35.7 million
Water and Sanitation $18.8 million
Maternal and Child Health $7.2 million
Basic Education and Literacy $10.5 million

DISTRICT AND CLUB SUPPORT:
•
•
•

The headquarters of Rotary International and The
Rotary Foundation are in Evanston, Illinois, USA.
There are also associate foundations in Australia,
Brazil, Canada, Germany, India, Japan, and the
United Kingdom.

Each year, Districts report their giving to the
Rotary International Foundation
Many Districts reward Clubs for their giving levels
Three years later, each District receives 50% of
the funds given (during that year) back to their
District from RI to use for District Grants (DDF =
District Designated Fund)

WHAT IMPACT CAN ONE DONATION HAVE?

RI FOUNDATION MISSION

•

The mission of The Rotary Foundation of Rotary
International is to enable Rotarians to advance world
understanding, goodwill, and peace through the
improvement of health, the support of education,
and the alleviation of poverty.

•
•

FOUNDATION GIVING AND ITS IMPACT ON THE
WORLD

For as little as 65 cents, a child can be protected
from polio.
$50 can provide clean water to help fight
waterborne illness.
$500 can launch an antibullying campaign and
create a safe environment for children.

WHAT IS EREY?
•
•

The Rotary International Foundation awarded more
than $86.6 million in funding to 1,306 grants during
fiscal year 2018. Here is a breakdown of causes the
grants supported.
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Every Rotarian Every Year
Challenge is that every Rotarian gives at
minimum $100 per year
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Four Burning Questions for New Members:
Make a Difference
Catherine Roebuck
Canal Winchester-Groveport Area (Ohio) Rotary Club
WHAT IS A ROTARIAN?

HOW DOES ONE LIVE “SERVICE ABOVE?”

Rotarians come from all walks of life - in a Club
there can be many differences among its members professions, ages, genders, backgrounds, economic
levels – but one thing ties us all together and that is
coming together for a common purpose – for the
good of serving our community – locally, nationally
and internationally. A Rotarian is someone who
can exemplify the 4-way test. For a Rotarian, the
4-way test must permeate every facet of life – both
professionally and personally. Rotarians are leaders
who serve. Rotarians set an example of what good
can be done in the world if we come together.

Admittedly, this is not always easy. Jobs and the
pressures of everyday life can sometimes be
overwhelming. And adding one more item on the
“to-do” list may seem a little crazy. However, if
you look at it another way, there’s a lot of ‘self’ in
‘service.’ The good feeling that you get when you’re
participating in a service project or after you’ve given
your time and talent to a fundraiser that will benefit
those in need, is immeasurable. In lots of ways, you
get a lot back for yourself by making a difference!

WHAT DOES ROTARY DO TO NOT ONLY SURVIVE,
BUT THRIVE, IN INDIANA TODAY?
CAN ANYONE BE A ROTARIAN?

Reach out. Have an open mind. Be open to new
people, new perspectives, and viewpoints that are
different from your own. Treat everyone with respect.

Rotarians should be individuals with unquestionable
integrity. New Rotarians should join with the
knowledge that they are joining a network of
members from around the world who come
together, whether it is weekly at local Club meetings
or District-wide or globally for International
conferences – with a spirit of working together for
the benefit of service to our community. If someone
has a willingness to serve, a cooperative mindset to
work with others, they can be a Rotarian.

Ask almost everyone you meet - to join you for
an upcoming meeting or service project. Tell
potential Rotarians that through Rotary, you’ll have
new opportunities, meet new friends, and most
importantly, you’ll be making a difference in the lives
of people in your community, nation and around the
world.
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Four Burning Questions for New Members:
Service Above Self
Mandy Jo Lohrum
Assistant District Governor Area 6, District 6580, Greensburg Rotary Club
they know that would be a great fit for Rotary and
your club is a great activity to perform. Remember
that just because anyone can be in Rotary, it is still
our responsibility to make sure each and every
individual fit within our Four Way Test. I believe we
would do more harm than good for Rotary if we
accept individuals that are not there for the right
reasons. Basically, we welcome anyone who has a
heart to join Rotary.

As a new member, I remember all the questions
I had, and can recall how difficult it was to
find answers. Part of that is due to how big the
organization really is, and also how long the clubs
have been around. My club turned 100 years old
February 1, 2020. Think about all those years of
projects, service, and changes. That is a lot of
information to share with a new member, and
make sure they understand our club and Rotary
International.

To live the Service Above Self motto is something
that is ingrained in most people. You are there to give
of yourself, and to serve others above yourself. While
networking is a great benefit of Rotary, it should not
be the main reason. There are those in my club who
still refer to “One Profits Most Who Serves Best.”
To me this means that you live a life to serve your
community and the world. I do not have the ability
to fly to Afghanistan or Pakistan and administer
vaccines, but I do have it within my ability to give to
The Rotary Foundation. Through the foundation I am
able to serve and give, touching the lives of those in
my community and around the world. When I am
asked to give my time to Rotary, it is usually hard
for me to say no, as I understand that my service
was needed and that is why I was asked. So if you
are asked to step up within Rotary, it means that
there are people who believe you can fill an area of
service, and I hope you will say yes.

The first thing that I figured out very quickly was that
to be a Rotarian meant you live a life of service above
self. What I found within my club was that each and
every member gave in the way that fit their situation.
No one ever made any insinuation that there was
any one way to contribute to Rotary. Whether that
is supporting at the district level, or even Rotary
International, there are many ways to be a Rotarian
and give back. When you become a Rotarian, you are
welcomed into a family of fellowship that can last a
lifetime. Rotarians help the communities they serve
to make it a better place.
Members come from many different avenues; they
are all a benefit to each club and district. As there
is no rule for the number of members from each
profession you have represented in your club any
longer, there is still value in doing a check-up on
who is in not in your club that would make a great
Rotarian.

The way that Rotary will thrive is through our
continued service, but we have to
talk about and publicize what we

Assessing the vocations represented in your club
can tell you where there might be gaps in your
membership. Next, asking the current members who

Continued on page 42
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Four Burning Questions for New Members:
Get Involved Early & Often
Laura Sniadecki
Indianapolis Rotary Club
Within a few years, I was asked to run for the board
of directors and after a loss the first time, I was
elected and served a two-year term. I found it
rewarding to be on the front line of club decisionmaking and took my role very seriously.

About 14 years ago, a fellow woman business owner
invited me to attend a Rotary Club of Indianapolis
membership recruitment event for women at the
brand new Conrad Hilton. It was hosted by the
incoming president, Elaine Bedel (only our club’s
3rd woman president since women were allowed
into Rotary in 1987). I met many current women
Rotarians, learned about Rotary’s worldwide mission
to eradicate polio, and the wonderful work the
Indianapolis club does throughout the city. The
decision to join became an easy one as I had recently
purchased a rapidly growing distribution company
and thought this would be an efficient place for me
to surround myself with smart business leaders, find
meaningful service opportunities and make impactful
far-reaching contributions. Not to mention, the cause
was personal. My grandfather lived to be 85 years old
following a serious polio battle in his early 20s.

As my business grew, my personal life was growing
too…marriage, one baby, then two, then three. All the
while, Rotary was a constant for me. Although my
volunteer time and weekly attendance lightened, my
commitment remained strong. I share this with you
because I think it was that strong foundation from
those early years of membership that helped me
stay connected through the busy times. I was never
judged or scolded for any absence, but supported and
welcomed, like you would feel around old friends.
In 2018, I was humbled to join an esteemed group
of Rotarians on the Rotary Club of Indianapolis
Foundation Board. While I had no foundation board
experience, my fellow Rotarians know best how to
stretch me to grow in new areas. I am forever thankful.

Upon joining, I found club members to be inclusive
and relevant. I am fortunate to never know the club
without women or women leaders. It was natural
for our club. I quickly joined our club’s History
committee to get more involved and a short time
later became chair of that committee. I sought out
volunteer opportunities and attended every weekly
meeting. I continued to grow professionally and
personally through every interaction with Rotary—
judging the Marion County Spelling Bee, judging the
science fair, speaker introductions from the podium,
serving on the membership committee, and more.
The more I gave, the more I grew. I was single with
no children and knew the return would be great
from my investment.

In summary, my advice to women in Rotary:
•
•
•

•
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Get involved early and often—seek out
opportunities
Be patient with your relationships—business will
come naturally
If your participation dips, stay true to your original
investment of time—Rotary will be a loyal friend
and will give you 10-fold what you give it
Accept the call to new challenges—
introducing a speaker, serving as
chair, etc.
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Ideas that Work:
Inspiring Women to Join,
Get Involved, and Lead
Jessika Hane, Kyla Cox
District Governor- Deckard,
Elect (6580),
Bloomington
Sunrise Rotary
Club

Treasurer,
Bloomington
Rotary Club

Loren Snyder,
Past President,
Bloomington
Rotary Club

WHAT IS APPEALING ABOUT ROTARY FOR WOMEN?
•
•
•
•
•

•

Service: helping others
Collegiality: connections with community leaders
Leadership development: growing professionally
Variety of causes/numerous ways to help. Think of
the six areas of focus.
End result. We can see other women serving, and
making a difference. We can see women who are
younger and older than us which is inspiring and
engaging.

WHAT TECHNIQUES SHOULD CLUBS CONSIDER
FOR RECRUITING WOMEN TO LEADERSHIP ROLES?
•

HOW CAN CLUBS SUPPORT WOMEN’S
ENGAGEMENT AS ROTARIANS?
•
•
•
•

Important suggestion. Be intentional about
the fact that any member of a club wants to see
others that they relate to. If there are not many
young women in your club, make sure that they
show up to the meetings where you have new
female members.

•

Provide introductions and connections within the
club.
Invite them to participate in special initiatives and
committees.
Demystify the organization and its traditions.
Avoid guilt, elevate connection (women carry a lot
of weight at home and office—they will disengage
with something that makes them feel guilty for
not doing enough. However, the opportunity for
fulfilling service and meaningful relationships will
deepen engagement.)

•

•

•
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Major lesson learned. Women can’t be what
they can’t see. Lead by example with women in
leadership as part of the club’s natural course of
business. “This is the number one thing.”
Ask them to serve, and give them room to grow
into leadership.
Demonstrate supportive systems (collaborative
culture, relationship-driven processes, go-to
established leaders who can answer questions and
serve as mentors).
Acknowledge their strengths: confirm that
they are right for the job, even if they doubt it
themselves.
Celebrate their accomplishments. There is an
old fundraising axiom that states, “Nine out of
ten people like recognition, and the
tenth is a liar!”
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Recruitment: The Life Blood of Rotary
Charlotte Westerhaus-Renfrow, J.D., M. Ed.
Clinical Assistant Professor, Kelley School of Business, Indiana University

1) Build a tribe, not a physical space. Create a
bonding, yet informal environment, during
meetings that are vibrant, fun, and initiate
opportunities for people to connect, open up
and feel comfortable.

The number of Rotarians is declining. In the United
States, Rotary membership has fallen from more than
400,000 in 1995 to 330,000 in 2017. Only 10% of the
members are under 40.
The trend is undeniable, and so too, are some of the
reasons for the decline. Recruiting new Rotarians is
key – and challenging. Luring 20 and 30-somethings
can be difficult. For some young, professionals cost
is a major obstacle. Years ago, many employers used
to cover the costs of Rotary memberships. Today,
few businesses pay.

2) Work around potential members’ busy schedules
by having more convenient meeting times.
Consider altering meeting formats, including
hosting virtual meetings. Always bear in mind that
time is more prized than talent or treasure.
3) Diminish the age gap by embracing diversity.
Give new members specific tasks that make
them feel that they belong and are needed.

Another issue is retention. Rotary averages 44,000
new members per year and loses an average of
51,000. The required commitment of time for
meetings, and sponsored events and fundraisers,
may diminish interest and commitment. Years ago,
many Rotarians likely worked 9-5, took an hour
for lunch, and stayed at the same company for 30
years. Today, professionals struggle to find free time.
In addition, parents are more involved with their
children’s activities, and fathers are more involved in
parenting. People are transient. As a result, their ties
to new communities are not as strong.

4) Sponsor the types of community events and
fundraisers that demonstrate that Rotary is
relevant and can morph to fit the interests of
current and future generations to come.
5) Speak to individual members personas. Make a
conscious shift to get to know each member;
and then, speak to his or her emotional needs by
asking members empathy-based questions, such
as, “What’s the most important thing in your life?
What kind of hobbies or activities do you enjoy?”

No doubt about it. Members are the lifeblood of our
Rotary organization. That is why Rotary needs to
implement new recruitment and retention efforts
including the following five initiatives:
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Rotary Membership Plan – A Case Study
Lead with Your Edge™
Train your team for faster engagement and easier sales
Thaddeus Rex, iTeam: Think Tank for CEOs, Carmel Rotary Club
John Salladay, Managing Director, NBID Associates, Westfield Rotary Club
Insight
After 5 years in Rotary, service emerges as a
priority. The opportunity to serve becomes the #1
reason members stay in the club. So Rotary cannot
differentiate itself, nor easily attract and retain new
members if “service” is the only reason to join.

BACKGROUND
With help from the Lead with Your Edge process, the
Portland Rotary Club has achieved the highest per
capita membership in Indiana at 1% of the population.
While the city’s population shrank 2% the club grew
from 33 to 65 members. To put that in perspective,
1% per capita membership would put Carmel,
Indiana’s club at 856 members.

Rotary has the power to convert. What Rotary does
that United Way, Salvation Army, PTO, churches and
other service organizations cannot is to change the
way people think about service. Our data reveals if
you can recruit and retain a new member for at least 5
years, “service” becomes a priority in their life. Service
is a special function Rotary provides the community
and the entire world, but it only works if we continue
to recruit and retain members effectively.

THE APPROACH
Our Objective
We will double the size of our membership over the
next 36 months to enhance the fulfillment of our
Mission while retaining the strong relational qualities
of the Club.

Overall Approach
Plan for new members by actively and effectively
crafting a vision for the club which engages
prospects, new and long-time members while being
true to Rotary’s history and ethos.

The Problem
Competitive Analysis (Available in complete strategic
plan: http://bit.ly/1Artz34) revealed “service” is nondifferentiating. Even small towns are likely to have
many opportunities for service (Kiwanis, United Way,
Lions Club, Salvation Army, many churches, PTO, Youth
Service Bureau, etc.). By focusing solely on “service,”
we look just like everyone else. Prospects have no
compelling reason to seek membership in Rotary.

Attract new members by communicating the
vision succinctly and consistently, showing them
how they can benefit, and backing it up with a solid
recruitment plan.
Retain new members by clarifying the “Elevator
Pitch” so incoming new members arrive with
expectations that are quickly fulfilled by the club.
Then implement new strategies to
make meetings more fun, mentoring

Market Research (Available in complete strategic
plan: http://bit.ly/1Artz34) reveals new members in
Rotary (4 yrs. or less) and prospects do not prioritize
service. They join and stay in Rotary for networking
and professional development.

Continued on page 43
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Five Steps to Become a People of Action Club
Laura Carie
Past District Governor (2016-2017), District 6580, Vincennes Rotary Club
Zone 30 Assistant Public Image Coordinator
4. Refresh your club’s website: Need new content?
Post one of the recently updated 90-second
videos called “Power in Our Connections” to your
page, and direct visitors there through your social
media accounts.

1. Pick a headline: Choose the People of Action
verb that best describes how your club makes an
impact in your community.
INSPIRE….MENTOR….CONNECT….EMPOWER
…. TRANSFORM….SAVE LIVES….END POLIO….
PROMOTE PEACE…LEARN….FIGHT HUNGER

TWITTER….INSTAGRAM….YOUTUBE….LINKEDIN….
FACEBOOK….just a few of the options.

2. Publicize a recent project on social media:
Now, use that verb to create a shareable social
media post about one of your club’s recent service
projects. The People of Action templates in the
Brand Center can help you create your post.

5. Keep sharing: This is a way to generate
community partners for all the projects your clubs
do. Only about 75% of the general population has
even heard of Rotary. That doesn’t mean they
actually know what Rotary does.

3. Create a print ad: Don’t forget traditional media.
The Brand Center has ready-made ads that you
can send to your community’s newspaper or
magazine. Many newspapers offer discounts for
charitable organizations like Rotary.

These are just a few ideas to increase your Club’s
Public Image. If you would like more help please
contact me at 812-881-9200 or lcarie@sbcglobal.net.
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What Is Rotary Doing Right?
Mark Blade
Past District Governor (2015-16), District 6560, Indianapolis Rotary Club

Rotary does so many things well. Here are a few of
my favorites.

District Assemblies for assistant district governors,
club secretaries and treasurers.

THE FOUR-WAY TEST:
OUR BRAND AND OUR MORAL COMPASS

As part of Rotary’s 33-district, 13-state “Heart of
America” (HoA) Zones 30-31, Districts 6560 and
6580 send DGs, DGEs and DGNs for extensive multiday Zone training each year.

As part of an effort to save his Chicago-based
company from bankruptcy in the 1940s, Rotarian
Herbert J. Taylor wrote The Four-Way Test, a moral
code to promote ethical practice in business and in
personal lives. Later, Rotary adopted the 24-word
test as a central part of its structure throughout the
world.

To give ample opportunity for training. Districts elect
governors at least 2-1/2 years ahead. The current
“governor line” in Districts 6560 and 6580:
DISTRICT GOVERNOR LINES
6560
6580

Today, The Four-Way Test provides a moral compass
as to how we conduct ourselves in our relationships,
inside and outside Rotary. No matter which of the
35,000 Rotary clubs that you visit throughout the
world, The Four-Way Test is the same: “Of the things
we think, say or do …
•
•
•
•

“Is it the truth?
“Is it fair to all concerned?
“Will it build goodwill and better friendship?
“Is it beneficial to all concerned?”

DG 2019-20

Charles “Shu” Shumate Santhana Naidu
Anderson
Terre Haute

DGE 2020-21

Joe Collings
Rockville

Jessika Hane
Bloomington
Sunrise

DGN 2021-22

Ray Kramp
Carmel

Kirk Bouchie
Vincennes

DGD 2022-23

Mekey McAllen
Fishers

Lance Eberle
Bloomington

In January each year, Rotary International conducts
training for DGEs and their spouses or partners of all
534 districts throughout the world in San Diego.
Also, for Rotarians at all levels to develop their
leadership skills, both districts offer Rotary
Leadership Institute Levels I, II and III. We do it right!

TRAINING & LEADERSHIP SUCCESSION
The backbone of any organization lies in strong
leadership. To ensure ongoing strong leadership and
succession, Rotary focuses on training.

THE ROTARY FOUNDATION

Some of the most important leadership training is
PETS (Presidents-Elect Training Seminar), conducted
each spring for incoming club presidents; and

The Rotary Foundation is a vehicle
for peace and understanding and for
Continued on page 42
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What We Do Right
James Gislason
Past District Governor (1997-98), District 6580, Vincennes Rotary Club

Rotary was the first to sign up. The Rendezvous is
now in its 41st year.

Vincennes Rotary is the 151st Rotary Club chartered
by Rotary, in April 1915. Sponsored by the Terre
Haute Rotary Club the proposal was rejected for two
years by RI because they said, “Vincennes is too small
a town to support the Classification system.”

Membership is always a challenge, and Rotary had its
problems, as well. When I joined in 1976, Rotary was
an all-male organization, as were many other clubs
and organizations in the world.

Here we are, 105 years later, and Vincennes Rotary
is a vital service club in District 6580. The Club has
provided seven (7) Governors and one (1) RI Vice
President to Rotary, and has sponsored three (3) new
clubs. We have a proud history, but sometimes not
so proud.

In July of 1995, the Vincennes Rotary Club inducted
four women as new Rotarians. It is one of those
things we did that was “right”. Mary Gladys Wheeler
was one of those original four, and was also the first
female President of the club in 2000-2001.

When I joined the club in June of 1976, there were
three members of our “installation class”: a doctor;
a newspaperman; and, an insurance agent. We were
told, in one of the orientation meetings, “We do not
do projects!” “If something needs to be done, we
write a check and it gets taken care of.” So much for
this being a “Service Club,” I thought.

Another thing we do right is membership. In 2018,
under the leadership of Rotarian Liz Romani,
we began quarterly “Social Nights” with a trip to
Grouseland, the home of William Henry Harrison,
who became the 9th President of the United States.
Members were asked to invite prospective members
as guests, and they did. We initiated three (3) new
members from that visit.

That kind of changed with the July 4th Bicentennial
celebration. Dr. Isaac Beckes, President of Vincennes
University, had arranged for a Revolutionary War
type battle re-enactment. He approached one of our
Rotarians and asked if we would set up a lemonade
stand during the re-enactment, for the visitors. Our
“Initiation Class” said “YES” and sponsored the first
“project” of the time. We made $100, which went to
The Rotary Foundation.

In 2019, Liz invited all Rotarians and their families to
the new Rotary Shelter House at Kimmel Park. The
shelter house was the result of our 2018 District
Matching grant and a collaboration with Vincennes
University. We grilled out, played games, and enjoyed
meeting the families.
The following October, we had a social involving a
tour of the Old Cathedral and the Brute Library. No
kids this time, but another evening to
recruit new members.

The following year, a number of our Rotarians helped
put together the “Spirit of Vincennes Rendezvous”
which featured period vendors, Revolutionary War
re-enactments, and local food vendors of which

Continued on page 43
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Small Clubs, Big Ideas

Franklin Rotary Club, Jim Rhoades Memorial Hog Roast
Stephanie Wagner
Past President, Franklin Rotary Club
HIGHLIGHTS
•
•

•
•
•
•

•

23 Hog Roasts since its inception in 1997
Always held on the 1st Thursday after Thanksgiving
@ Scott Hall on the Johnson County Fairgrounds
for lunch – serves as the unofficial kick-off to the
Christmas season
Have raised over $410,000 over the years
2019 – Raised over $37,000
All proceeds benefit the Good Cheer Fund & the
InterChurch Food Pantry in Johnson County
In recent years, serve over 1,000 meals annually at
each event

•

•

LESSONS LEARNED
•

KEYS TO SUCCESS
•

•

•

and at least 8 people working table service
Interact Club – active participants who volunteer
day of the event
Community Partners – The Franklin Community
Band provides live Christmas music; The Nimble
Thimble Quilting Club auctions off handmade
quilt; Santa makes an appearance
Attendee Cost – attendees are encouraged to
make a donation in any amount, but will not be
turned away if they are unable to contribute

Catering – AMAZING partner in Malone’s Catering
who donates all the food (pulled pork, fried
chicken, mashed potatoes and gravy, green beans,
pasta salad, biscuits with apple butter) and paper
products
Indian Creek High School FFA – club members
cook their famous pork chops
Fundraising – 6 weeks prior to the event, Rotarians
make calls for corporate and individual donors to
secure contributions
Volunteers – Minimum of 30 volunteers needed
for the day of the event - 2 food lines with at least
7 people each, 3 people working the to-go orders,
as well as 5 people working the donation table,

•

•

•
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Preparation is key – A dedicated Chair / Co-Chair
that is / are comfortable organizing and paying
attention to details, as well as making contact
with community partners, and leading a group
of volunteers. Discussed weekly at the regularly
scheduled club meetings leading up to the event.
Marketing – Proper marketing prior to the event
ensures that there will be people who attend
(Facebook posts (sponsored), flyers, ads in the local
newspaper (we have a great partner in the Daily
Journal), and yard signs on main thoroughfares)
Post-Event Debrief – A meeting is held the week
after the event to discuss things that went well and
things that could be improved in future years
Celebrate – Take time to celebrate the success of
the event and the positive impact the club made in
providing families food for the holidays
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Small Clubs, Big Ideas
Don Mobley
President, Batesville Rotary Club

•

Having only 12 members means there are no
formal committees.

•

The result is now other groups are approaching
the club to partner on projects.

•

If a member has a project idea, the idea is
presented then discussed over the next couple of
meetings.

•

•

No idea is rejected immediately. Every member is
encouraged to submit project ideas.

•

When an idea is discussed, the club determines
if the club has resources or can collaborate with
other groups to complete the project.

Those groups include City of Batesville, Chamber
of Commerce, Coalition of Drug Free Batesville,
Rotary Interact Clubs, Methodist Church, St.
Anthony and St. Louis Catholic Churches,
Kiwanis, Lions, Batesville Schools, Food &
Growers Association, Hillcrest Country Club,
Salvation Army

•

Starting the 2019 -2020 Rotary year, the Rotary
Club of Batesville had identified 19 potential
projects.

•

The club will complete 15 of the 19 projects
plus started on a farm to table dinner project
to benefit the food pantry at the end of August
2020.

•

The club’s attitude is that we will work on a
project until someone tells us we can’t.

•

So far no one has told the club we cannot work
on any of our projects.

•

Over the past couple of years, the Rotary Club of
Batesville has used the media to get the word out
that there is a Rotary Club in Batesville and here
is what the club is doing.
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Lightning Quick Thoughts
Concerning Rotary and Our World
Multiple Sources
JUDY FORD
Past President, Carmel Rotary Club
Rotary has had a major impact on my life. I have a
purpose, an extended worldwide family, a social life,
and hopefully, I have made a difference.

And seniors may be attracted by the opportunity to
participate in their community in a new way.
GREG MCCAULEY
Director/CEO, Link Observatory Space Science
Institute
Arthur C. Clark, the famous science fiction novelist
once stated “10,000 years from now, the only thing
people will remember about the 20th century is
when we first walked on the moon.” It was, beyond a
doubt, the greatest event in all of human history.

THOMAS RIPPERDA
Promotion Chair for the Visioning Council,
Past District Governor, Belleville, Illinois
The key thing to remember is that this visioning
process is designed to make sure that it is the club
members who are providing the input and deciding
the goals, objectives, and action steps that they
want to take in order to realize the vision that they
have created for themselves as a Rotary Club in their
community. For more information, contact me at
(618) 210-7833, or e-mail at ripperda67@aol.com

CARL CHINNERY, PDG
Recipient of Rotary Distinguished Service Award,
Lee’s Summit, MO Rotary Club
Growing Rotary involves two simple tasks: 1) Attract
members 2) engage members.
BOB WEST
President, Greencastle Rotary Club
In a small university-town club such as ours, the
opportunity for Rotaractors and young Rotarians to
create newer and more relevant club models that are
meaningful to the next generation is at hand. It will
be our job to welcome and support their innovation
for growth as Rotary Connects the World.

WILLIAM MACKEY, PhD & DEVERE WOODS, PhD
Indiana State University School of Criminology and
Security Studies
Employers need to hire, IT staff needs to work
in tandem with, and management needs to plan
around behavioral cybersecurity specialists.
In sum: using empirically proven techniques,
working together, and attending to behavioral and
technological vulnerabilities, we can again see
significant reductions in cybersecurity risk.

JOE GLOVER
New Albany Rotary Club on Joint Conference
Chair, Bettye Dunham
Her dedication to local and global service projects has
helped countless individuals live safer, happier, and
more rewarding lives. People like Bettye
Dunham are the reason our Southern
Indiana community is so special.

JUDY HAGAN
Past President, Carmel Rotary Club
Seniors may have time to volunteer in retirement
that they did not have before. Seniors may want to
do something totally different from their working
life, but still be able to use their skills in new ways.
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MILLENNIALS/MEDIA
continued from page 7

Think of your members as your
influencers.
Rotarians know how amazing
your Rotary Club is; now make
it easy for them to tell the rest of
the world! You can invite people
to like your page or follow your
club on Twitter all day long, but
millennials want to hear it from
their friends, colleagues and
community leaders themselves.
There’s a reason influencer
marketing is so successful with
our generation.
Your members are your
influencers. Leverage them by
providing:
• Social messaging samples
• Creative assets
• Hashtags & handles
• Posts & links to share
Now, more than ever, everyone
wants to hear about the good that
is going on in the world. Empower
your members to share your
successes, your feel-good stories,
and the positive changes you’re
spearheading in the community.
You’re not posting for the sake
of recognition or a pat on the
shoulder. You’re posting to reach
those new potential members.
You’re posting because you want
your club and your cause to grow.
Sources
Lux, Jennifer. “A fear of missing out impacts
all consumers’ decisions.” AdWeek, 7
September 2018, https://www.adweek.
com/creativity/5-ways-marketers-cansuccessfully-leverage-fomo-amongstmillennials/.
“Giovanna Mingarelli: Discussion of
Millennials.” Uploaded to YouTube by Rotary
Club of Seattle, 20 November 2019. https://
www.youtube.com/watch?v=T_qytckij2k.

CYBERSECURITY
continued from page 8

9. Cybersecurity basics – Find
someone who understands
the A-B-C’s of cybersecurity
(like a knowledgeable
Rotarian) to make sure your
sensitive information is
protected.
10. VPN – A virtual private
network is a must. It
extends a private network
across a public network
and enables users to send
and receive data as if their
computing devices were
directly connected to the
private network. Encryption
is a common, though not
an inherent, part of a VPN
connection.
11. New challenges –
Understand security
challenges posed by 5G and
networking features that can
lock and unlock your doors
and other features.

APOLLO 11 continued from page 14

hours, 18 minutes, 35 seconds
– about 36 minutes longer than
planned – Apollo 11 splashed
down in the Pacific Ocean, 13
miles from the recovery ship USS
Hornet. Because of bad weather in
the target area, the landing point
was changed by about 250 miles.
Apollo 11 reshaped how we see
the Earth and ourselves, while the
ingenuity that put those men on
the moon gave birth to nearly all
the technologies we use today.
Thanks to Apollo 11, the Earth of
today has become that borderless
world the astronauts looked
back on during those heady days
of the space race. The gifts of
Apollo continue to ripple down
the decades, and they still have
the power to unite and inspire us.
Apollo 11 did more than advance
science or boost U.S. prowess. It
taught the world to dream.

SAVVY WOMEN’S GUIDE TO PERSONAL SAFETY continued from page 11

You can find more tips, tricks and tactics about how to become more
vigilance in my book: Vigilance: The Savvy Women’s Guide to Personal
Safety, Self-Protection Measures and Countermeasures (available on
Amazon). You can also connect with me on LinkedIn, Facebook or
directly at shelley@stilettoagency.com.or visit http://stilettoagency.com/

GREATEST MOMENT continued from page 19

To say I was blown away with the local need and how integrated the
Rotary Club of Carmel is with organizations that support those needs is
an understatement. My greatest Rotary moment comes from seeing this
impact full circle, from raising funds to hands on involvement. And it all
started with saying ‘Yes.”
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NEXT GENERATION
continued from page 15

didn’t join for life. Rotary may be
just one phase of their professional
development. This means we
must work hard to deepen overall
engagement understanding what’s
most important to them.
I catch myself all the time
surprised a new member is
looking to move in a few years
just when I thought they should
be running for the board. Or
worse, we are just one of the
organizations they joined and now
we have to compete for their time
and their talent. How do we tackle
this? This elevates the necessity
to learn quickly where our young
professionals see themselves in
a few years; how they see their
professional growth unfolding and
what steps they plan to get there.
Few organizations can compete
with the breadth of Rotary.
Comparing our scope of influence
and industry, we are rivaled only
by universities or the U.N. The U.N.
may be a slight exaggeration, but
not by much. Highlight this fact
to every new member no matter
how small or large your club.
They just joined an international
organization that can take them
around the globe, cure disease
and end poverty. We cannot
sit back and expect them to be
impressed with where we have
been. It is imperative they see we
are already where they want to go!

GRANTS continued from page 27

definition. We changed the name of the grant to the Carmel Rotary
Community Grant in 2018. Our Grant Guidelines have made the difficult
decisions easier!
To date, we have distributed $45,046 to local organizations. The last
round of grants was approved on March 18, 2020 by our board via
conference call. The responses from this group of award winners seems
to be more jubilant than usual, but then good news is truly welcomed in
the spring of 2020!
If you would like a copy of the Rotary Club of Carmel Community Grants
Guidelines, please e-mail me at vterpening@hotmail.com.
BURNING QUESTIONS
continued from page 30

are doing. The days of being a,
“Silent Servant” need to be less
prevalent. I understand that there
are times it is appropriate to not
say what we have contributed or
accomplished, but we need to
toot our horn a little more. Rotary
has completed a lot of good work
across the world and very few
know about it. We live in a world
of connectedness worldwide, with
social media and internet outlets,
and because of this we should
share our story more widely. If we
want our younger generations
to join Rotary worldwide and in
Indiana, we need to do a better
job of telling the story and asking
them to serve with us. The people
I have talked with want to be
asked because they feel like
Rotary is great, but there is still
too much mystery of who we are
and what we do. Individuals are
looking for organizations just like
Rotary, to give back and serve the
communities they live in, and now
is the time to Grow Rotary.
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DOING RIGHT
continued from page 36

spreading goodwill throughout
the world. Rotary clubs and
districts rally around grand and
noble causes. Here are just a few
examples:
•
•
•

•

Polio eradication
Clean & safe drinking water
Multi-faceted Heart-to-Heart
program in Mexico (I’m proud
that so many Rotarians came
together to support the Vickie
Blade project in memory of my
late wife.)
Local community projects –
I’m so proud of the work that
our clubs do in our Indiana
communities.

ROTARY INTERNATIONAL
CONVENTIONS
There’s nothing like going to a
Rotary International Convention
to open your eyes to the depth,
breadth and scope of Rotary.
Attendees experience the power of
the diversity and the warm hearts
of people doing good in the world,
and they quickly discover impact
that we have throughout the world.

•

Talk about specific projects
and connections interesting
to the person
Mention long-term benefits
to them, their business,
their career – we all want to
know “how this will help me
accomplish more.”

What have we done right?
• Increased membership of
young people in our club.
• Increased giving to Our
Rotary Foundation.
• Added a new Interact
Club at South Knox High
School, bringing to three,
the number of Interact
Clubs Vincennes sponsors
each year.
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•

If the typical networking
meeting is a roaring fire,
Rotary is the glowing embers
that last all night. It’s stronger.
More powerful. But it takes
longer to build too.

The remainder of 2019-20
meetings have been cancelled
due to the Coronavirus, but
we have netted eight (8)
new members, and lowered
our average age by 12 years!
Remember, Mary Gladys is 92
now!
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•

Rotary provides an
opportunity to build your
network. It’s not about getting
sales next month. It’s about
building relationships. It will
help your business (or career
or church), but it takes time.
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Fostering a Network of
Cooperation for Serving
through Leadership
Our Elevator Pitch

We had our annual Valentine’s
Party at our Tuesday
February 11 meeting. Great
food, entertainment by
the Lincoln HS Jazz Band,
pretty decorations, and
Rotarian spouses enjoyed the
festivities.

STHE
IR T

To Serve Our Neighbors as
Ourselves
Our Club’s Mission

IT

A Leadership Network - Serving
our Neighbors as Ourselves
Our Club’s Vision

F
IS

Unique Value Proposition:
(created via Thaddeus Rex, Inc.’s
Lead with Your Edge process)
Rotary is . . .

In December, we had a
Christmas Party for Rotarians
and their families. Santa & Mrs.
Claus were there to see all
the kids (old and young), and
to enjoy fun and games and
PIZZA! All had a great time,
and member Aaron Pea took
pictures with Santa as a Rotary
souvenir. In January, we had
a “Trivia Night” with Rotarians
teaming up and going headto-head in a Trivia Contest.
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more common, and service
projects more engaging keep
everyone focused on building
relationships.

WE DO RIGHT
continued from page 37
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CASE STUDY
continued from page 35
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ROTARY DISTRICT 6560 SERVING CENTRAL INDIANA
Charles Shumate
District Governor 2019-2020
1,973 Rotarians |44 Rotary Clubs | 3 Satellite Clubs | 2 Community Corps
2 Rotaract Clubs | 18 Interact Clubs
ROTARY DISTRICT 6580 SERVING SOUTHERN INDIANA
Santhana Naidu
District Governor 2019-2020
1,533 Rotarians |32 Rotary Clubs | 2 Satellite Clubs | 3 Rotaract Clubs
17 Interact Clubs
ROTARY TOGETHER 2020 COMMITTEE
District 6560
Jeff Lake | Jack Robinson | Rick Markoff | Terry Harvey |Debbie Webb
Susan Leonard | Sarah Wood | Ray Kramp | Mandy Woodbury
Steve Leonard | Bob Perry | Dale Basham | Nick Reich | Salim Najjar
Dan Leaird | Jeni Leaird
District 6580
Bettye Dunham | Joe Hagedorn | David Reinhardt | Laura Carie
Yvonne Oliger | Jim Bright | Chad Dimmitt | Mandy Lohrum |Kari Akin
Randy Wheeler | Leigh Perry | Larry Moore | Jim Gislason | Sue Wright
Melissa Stone | Loren Snyder

